slinging flame'.., 'working out the beast', etc, I don't mis- Belloc am understand this, but they would. But also the very form of Baring the thing is risky, It is broadly true that a short poem must be a song or an epigram. But a long poem must be a story. That is all that an epic ever really meant. Egotism is the most offensive, but sometimes the most practical form of advice, I began life with a volume of short poems, which certainly were not songs, but might be called epigrams-bad ones. But they all expressed the same moral philosophy. Now I think people realised it was the same philosophy very largely because it was in short and different poems; one called a Fish and another a Lamp-post and another a Donkey. I should say your friend could really sell his ideas (for he has many) if he would sell them separately, Anyhow, I do not here profess to be the enlightening Lamp-post; but only the • laborious Donkey.
Yours in genuine misery,
G. K. CHESTERTON.
No wonder Chesterton was so much loved! He had, like de la Mare, a natural goodness which every one recognized. It is odd that goodness should be a target at which flippant people throw their little darts. Yet no quality is more respected, more liked. In Chesterton it shone. Of many things and many people he was genially intolerant—Jews, for example, and teetotallers, and stockbrokers,- but he preserved his entire respect for publicans!
Belloc shared his likes and dislikes; but Belloc, equally honest, had a fiercer strain in his nature. He had always stood apart from the tendencies and beliefs of most of his literary colleagues, insisting that the conception of European unity was shattered by the Lutheran heresy. It is as well that an unpopular view should be stated as a corrective to one that is generally accepted, and whatever view Belloc takes he expresses with a rousing emphasis; indeed, that to which he sets his hand, history, poetry, story-writing and satire, he carries through with a masterful zest. His Voyage in the Nona shows him to be a capable man of action also. «$

